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My practice investigates the correlation between mythology, ecological formations, and the way 
diverse cultures express their relationship with the universe. Mythology is the creation of collective 
imagination; mythology exists as stories, but also as a concept of the world. Through recycling 
symbols of altars, temples, deities, amulets, totems, talismans, I attempt to conjure historical spirits 
from ancient times and tap into collective memories, memories that are so common and popular 
that they are shared in the collective consciousness of social groups.  
 
Cultural memories coalesce in a collective global pool of symbolic imagery. Even in 
“post”-colonialism, East and West aren’t a binary. Art can challenge fixed notions of cultural identity 
in our information-overloaded world. Globalization results in the adaptation of one culture by 
another. Amongst Asian countries, there are cultural similarities and shared artistic traditions. Alas, 
colonial pasts also meant that there are undeniable remnants of Western influence on local 
cultures. Exploring my own East Asian heritage means examining the idea of cross-reference as a 
space where images from different times and places coexist, where there’s a necessity to compare 
references across multi-cultures, from Asian mythlores to Western classical art history. A 
two-dimensional work of art can be a continuum, a story that fluidly shifts through time and space. 
 
It’s hard to distinguish the borders between “realities,” is reality the trees we see in forests, or is 
reality that inside each tree, there is supernatural power?  
 
Anthropomorphic myths result in spiritual imagination of nature as personified living, breathing 
souls. During my residency in Beppu, Oita, I learned that Japanese priests would prevent trees 
from being cut down by saying that these trees have mysterious supernatural power that will curse 
anyone who attempt to cut them down. This discovery fueled my imaginations about “mythical 
ecologies” where the forests become supernatural voices of trees talking to each other, the 
physicality of the surrounding transformed into sacred energies in its space.  
 
My paintings, of earth, heaven and hell, gods and goddesses, organisms, animals, and plants, 
depicted in consideration of spiritual connotations to our cosmic existence. Each image in my 
works is an insignia, a distinguished token: Horses are symbols of aggressive hedonism and 
unconscious desire; depictions of Medusa speak about ways society views powerful women; 
spherical juicy fruits suggest sexual gratifications,...  
 
My current project is a continuum of experimentations with these insignias, materializing in a 
painted photomontage – a key surrealist technique that involves the collaging of symbols. The 
symbolic process of selections and arrangements of visual materials is elemental to my work, 
resulting in theatrical spaces reinterpreting ideas about portals, time-traveling, border-crossing, the 
environment. My artworks contain speculative fiction, fantastical reveries and magical realisms, that 
cultivate a poetic sense of wonder and contemplate our place in the universe.  


